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Utilize change as an opportunity
Embed design intent into the model rather than just representing it

Facilitate single sourced information
Utilize the master model to simplify data management

Use tools for what they are best at
Revit is a solid documentation tool; Grasshopper is intuitive when defining geometry

Ensure tight model integration
Rather than manually replicate data, establish robust data exchange routines
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ANALYSIS
Occupants are likely to draw the blinds drawn 14% of the time.
Modeled design options

Modeling the solution space ~9,000 options
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The parametric tower model
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FAÇADE OPTIMIZATION

Multi-layered façade system

Sphere segment (repeating panels)

Ellipsoid segment (unique panels)
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- Parametric Model
- Structural Analysis
- Documentation

Architectural & MEP Analysis
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SIZE OF GREEN PLANTED PANEL (SQUARE METERS)

LENGTH OF MAXIMUM MULLION SPAN (METERS)

ANGLE OF EACH FACET (DEGREES)

SLOPE OF RIDGE/VALLEY CONDITIONS (DEGREES)
Member sizes were optimized based on horizontal and vertical facets leading to reduced quantities of steel (~20%).

Primary members
Secondary members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizontal Facets</th>
<th>Vertical Facets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500mm x 800mm</td>
<td>500mm x 700mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300mm x 500mm</td>
<td>300mm x 300mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Members</td>
<td>Secondary Members</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BIM-generated node information, as transmitted to the Design Assist fabricator
Utilize change as an opportunity

Facilitate single sourced information

Use tools for what they are best at

Ensure tight model integration

The Integrated Data Model Facilitates:

- Reduced re-work efforts
- Simplified coordination
- Deeper analysis